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Virtual Seoul Playground is an online game played with avatars in the metaverse Seoul.
Explore traditional Korean culture through an exciting tour on this 3D virtual Seoul as
an avatar while enjoy playing Yunnori, making Gimbap, and decorating a lantern with
your teammates right now!

INTRODUCTION

Players can create their own avatars with traditional Korean
costumes representing different roles and professions.

Players can explore Seoul’s iconic landmarks virtually
created in 3D graphics at anytime and anywhere.

OVERVIEW
GAMES

Yunnori
You can play the traditional Korean
board game Yunnori on Seoul city hall,
using Seoul’s famous landmarks
(Changdeokgung Place, Seoul Botanic
Garden, DDP and Floating Islands) as
pawns.

Making Gimbap
In the beautiful traditional architecture
Changdeokgung Palace, you can play
mini-games to collect ingredients for
gimbap such as cooked rice, chopped
vegetables, and seaweed sheets, with
your teammates.

Light your Seoul lantern
You can create a lantern with various
symbols of Seoul like N Seoul Tower.
You collect items to decorate the
lantern by solving a quiz about Seoul
and launch it on the Hangang River
with your wish written on it.

OVERVIEW
F E AT U R E S

Group-oriented
A group of two to six
participants can play the
games simultaneously in
teams.

Real-time chat
Teammates can communicate real-time through
voice, texts or Emojis
during the games.
※ Use Korean or English for text-based chat.

Social sharing
Players can store screen
shots of the game results
with hashtags and share the
image on social media.

OVERVIEW
BASIC OPERATION

Click

Below is instruction of keyboard operation for Virtual Seoul Playground.
Keyboard settings can be changed by the user.

W

Move
Point of
view change

A

S

D or arrows buttons, or a left click of the mouse

A right click of the mouse
for a 360˚ rotation

Interaction

space bar or
a left click of the mouse

Functions

Short keys

Functions

Short keys

Move forward

W, ↑

Move to the left

A. ←

Move backward

S, ↓

Move to the right

D, →

Interaction

Spacebar

Right click of
the mouse
조선시대 직업별 복장을 한 아바타 중
원하는 복장 자유롭게 선택 가능

Look around

언제 어디서나 3D 그래픽을 통해
구현된 서울의 주요 랜드마크 체험 가능

USAGE OF THE GAME
HOW TO USE

서버
이용료

게임 프로그램
To increase immersion and
participation in virtual events
through gamification*.

무료 배포

To extend event promotions
and marketing effects on
social media through sharing
game photo with hashtags.

To improve teamwork through
team building solutions
promoting collaboration and
competition among teammates.

별도 비용 소요

※ Gamification is adding game mechanics such as cooperation, competition and rewards into nongame
environments to encourage problem solving, to attract interest or to effectively deliver information.

THINGS TO NOTE
■ Recommended system specifications
- OS: Windows 10 (not working on macOS and mobile)
- HDD: 700MB or more
■ Copyrights compliance
- The copyrights of the
program
is held by Seoul Tourism Organization
3D
그래픽
and unauthorized reproduction and distribution is prohibited.

소스 받기

■ Personal information processing
- The program does not collect personal information.

INQUIRIES: vsp@sto.or.kr

FAQs
<

Seoul Tourism Organization

Is English the only language
supported in the setting?

Yes, the program supports
English language only.
But, you can use your mother
tongue for a voice chat.

Where can I go to
download the program?

Please click the Download
button below to download
the latest version of Virtual
Seoul Playground and use it
free of charge right away!

DOWNLOAD

